
EMPOWERING
OPPORTUNITIES Through Solar Solutions



About Us

Awards & Achievements

Innovative Features

Partner & MFIs

ONergy Solar, estd. in 2009, is a leading solar enterprise providing complete energy solutions to 
households, communities and institutions. Till date we have provided reliable, a�ordable and 
innovative solar solutions to over 5,00,000 lives. ONergy has the widest service network in East 
and North East India. Our work has been widely recognized both nationally and internationally 
and it has received a number of awards.

• Pilot & Beacon  won 'Lighting Global Award 2012'.

•  ‘Seed Award’ & Telegraph Infocomm 2014 award.

• Channel Partner under the Jawaharlal Nehru National Solar Mission (JNNSM) of 
  Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE).

• ISO 9001:2008 certi�ed by TUV SUD.

• Supported by IIM Kolkata, IIM Ahmedabad, Yale University's (USA) Social Enterprise Program, 
  Unreasonable Institute (USA) and Global Social Bene�t Incubator (USA).

• Top 100 small business of the year.

• Awarded by Swedish International Development Agency under the Innovations Against Poverty 
  Program.

• Unbreakable & Water Proof

• Long lasting battery

• Mobile phone charging

• Remote control with Beacon

• 50 - 100 hours light

• 2 years replacement warranty



ON-OV Beacon

Brightest Solar Light with a Torch, Remote & Mobile Charging

ON-OV Pilot

A�ordable Light with Mobile Charging

Fluorescent Ring USB Mobile Charging Water Resistent &
Unbreakable

5 Years Battery Life100 Hours LightRemote Control 3 Mode Light 20 times brighter
than candlewhite

LED light

4  Years Battery Life50 Hours LightWater Resistent &
Unbreakable

USB Mobile Charging 7 times brighter
than candlewhite

LED light

2 Mode Light

High Quality & Prompt Service
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Case Studies

ONergising Savings

ONergising Income Generation

Ajay from Balangir, Odisha, is a tailor who juggles between his tailoring 
shop and zari work as job-work. Few years ago he faced a major set 
back because his work place caught fire. Since then he has been looking 
for safer and longer means of lighting. He has started using Pilot which 
gives him 2 years of warranty and portablity of using it as standing 
lamp or dismantling and using it as a small light to do the detailing  in 
his work.

Solar-powered Beacon lights has a huge impact in off-grid homes, 
replacing costly, kerosene lamps and candles with 20 times brighter, 
cleaner light and providing phone-charging too. A remote controlled, 
water and shock resistant light is a multipurpose light through 
household and at work. It provides a 100 hours light back up for any 
household work or shop work can be easily conducted in the 3 mode 
light display.

ONergising Education

Education is one aspect where small lights have impacted largely. A 
group of girls who use beacon and encourage their friends to use the 
same. "I tried out the light first and the remote controlled light, I now  
advise to all my friends and friends of friends to use it", said Shampa 
from from a High School in West Bengal.

ONergising Health

Tumpa is from a village in Deoghar, her village has dearth of electricity. 
"The kerosene lamp that I was using was affecting my health because 
there was a lot of soot, that's why my parents got me this solar lamp." 
Like her a lot many students/kids have switched to Solar lamp for 
better, steadier and cost effective source of electricity.


